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Change Log for MONITOR version 7.3.6 

 

General 

� BKNN-8ERJ2F - When printing some reports, a program error could occur in you opened the report at the 
same time as a button under Current status in the Customer Info or Supplier Info was opened. This 
error only occurred if you had the setting "Info procedures follow the active record" under Settings | 
Customize… activated. 

� AFOG-8G2G25 - When you used alternate unit to calculate the Shipping info, the weight, volume and 
loading meters became 0 or incorrect in the Delivery Reporting and Delivery Reporting - Stock 
Orders procedures. 

� AFOG-8H79CK - The filter function used in lists was case sensitive i.e. handled upper and lower case letters 
as different letters. (Example: filtering by "NUT" gave a different result than "nut".) 

� BSAN-8P3JL2 - If the Delivery period was changed on the Main tab on an existing Customer- or Purchase 
order, the Delivery period could be displayed with incorrect date format on the order form. 

� ÖBRN-8PBCTH - News: This modification only affects Polish systems. When coding differences during 
registration of incoming and outgoing payments, the Account receivables/Accounts payable will be coded 
on a separate row in the Coding window. 

� SSTG-8PGC9M - The Start Page with the component for displaying Website opened the browser in another 
window outside of MONITOR if the website itself contained another embedded webpage. 

� AFOG-8PJLD3 - Customized Crystal Reports Forms will only be taken from the path \crystal\custom if only 
the file name was entered and the path (relative or absolute) wasn’t entered. 

� AFOG-8QULDL - The Start Page was loaded when you made AutoRuns. 

� MZEL-8QVB58 - It wasn’t possible to open SolidWorks files in the Document Viewer, the error message 
"File Not Found" was displayed. This error only occurred in systems with the supplement Document 
Viewing. 

� FOHN-8R2EDA - The Refill List - VMI procedure could during certain circumstances create an incorrect 
link to ID no. 

� MZEL-8R4BQM - The Document Viewer could display documents mirrored and didn’t display all text 
elements. This error only occurred in systems with the supplement Document Viewing. 

Manufacturing 

� BSAN-8NFEYM - A program error occurred in the Comprehensive Reporting procedure if you tried to 
return material on a material row that was added in the Material Reporting procedure. 

� SSTG-8NTBWX - The Setting "Change part status to 5 during new current revision on part" didn’t work if 
the part didn’t have any status registered before and you changed revision in the Preparation procedure. 

� SSTG-8PDDPD - If you had the Setting "Use queue time exceptions on operations?" activated and had a 
registered Queue time less than 1 on any operation, then this Queue time was rounded off to 0 on new 
parts/ preparations created by Save as… 

� BSAN-8PGHYQ - Forms for Subcontract purchase orders always displayed the Price each with two decimals, 
now the Price each will be displayed with four decimals if it is necessary. 

� MWIK-8PKLMR - When you reported parts with traceability and batch numbers in the Pick List 
(Manufacturing) procedure, these reportings weren’t displayed in the Batch Number List. 

� BSAN-8QEDRP - It wasn’t possible to register manufacturing orders on Fictitious Parts in the Register 
Manufacturing Order procedure. 
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� JLIN-8QWB87 - If you had the Setting "Check if balance is negative during reporting?" a program error 
occurred if you added material without balance in the Material Reporting procedure. 

Purchase 

� LAHM-7SLBD2 - News: Now it’s possible to paste texts in Annotations. You use Ctrl+C (Copy) and Ctrl+V 
(Paste). This is only possible if you use the adaptation no. 61 Electronic Invoice Management (EIM). 

� RDJF-8B2HDJ - If you had Discount category activated on a supplier and had Part code or Part category as 
the basis for the Discount category or selected a value for the category term Product group, there was still 
no discount on Order rows created by the Purchase Order Suggestion procedure. 

� RDJF-8B2JZ2 - If you used a Discount matrix with different discounts for different quantities, MONITOR 
only saved the discount in the Register Purchase Order procedure if you changed Quantity on an Order 
row. 

� LREM-8LNCHQ - The date fields in the Register Supplier Invoices procedure were locked to the format 
YYYY-MM-DD. Now the date will be displayed according to the format set in Regional Settings under the 
Control Panel. 

� ÖBRN-8LRHUM - The Make Payments procedure didn’t remember if you had changed Current rate, now 
the procedure will keep the changed Current rate until you have saved all payments. 

� LAHM-8MRFFV - The Arrival price became incorrect on parts in the Historical Inventory Movements 
procedure if you had Receiving inspection and NOT activated the Setting "Create supplier invoice basis 
during Arrival Reporting?". The procedure displayed the Parts Standard price as Arrival price instead of the 
price written on the order. 

� BKNN-8MUBTE - If there were several users that registered supplier invoices in the Register Supplier 
Invoices procedure at the same time, problems could occur with for instance the numbering of the 
invoices. 

� KFTM-8PDCX2 - The Diff in the Order link tab in the Register Supplier Invoices procedure became 
incorrect if you registered a VAT exempted invoice. 

� ÖBRN-8Q7AFF - News: Companies that use MONITOR in Finland can now make payments when they use 
SAMLINK for Electronic payments. Some banks in Finland, such as Aktia and Sparbanken require that a 
special "tag" will be included in the payment file when it is a SEPA payment. This "tag" will be included if 
you select "SAMLINK" in Finland as the International payment format in the Settings procedure. 

� ÖBRN-8QDKUC - If you splitted an order row in the Order link tab in the Register Supplier Invoices 
procedure, incorrect information was displayed in the Order amt: field. 

� FOHN-8QEHFU - Import of dispatch advices in the Dispatch Advice / EDI Import procedure shall 
distribute the quantity on the current order rows in delivery period order when you don’t have order 
number and position in the import file. 

� KFTM-8QTDF6 - The Purchase limit control didn’t work when you created Purchase orders from Inquiries. 

Sales 

� BSAN-89ZG25 - When you made delivery reportings from the Delivery List procedure, the Shipping info 
was calculated incorrectly if you made deliveries of the same part row from several locations. The weight 
was only calculated for the quantity on the row with part data. 

� SSÖG-8JKGW9 - With the Setting "Inv.no from reg. series in the Pick List Del. Rep?" set on the customer 
it was possible to make partial invoices in the Print EDI Invoices procedure. This occurred even if 
Comprehensive invoice was registered for the customer and there were several orders on the same 
Delivery note. 

� AFOG-8MZHF5 - News: Now all the pages of the CMR Waybill will be printed in the same sequence in the 
Print Shipping Documents procedure. 

� SSTG-8N6K4H - MONITOR would shut down with a program error if you in the Customer Info procedure 
used the scroll bar under the Prices button. 
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� KFTM-8P4BDN - Users without rights to delete invoice basis could delete invoice basis in the Register 
Invoices Directly procedure. 

� LREM-8P9C5P - Credit invoices that were printed with Polish Form settings could get an incorrect 
appearance if the invoice had several pages. 

� ÖBRN-8PGC23 - News: The form Account Statement in the Print Payment Reminders procedure is 
changed for systems used in Poland. Now it’s possible to print two types of the Account Statement, Form 
type A and Form type B. Form type A is an external form that shall be send to the customer. Form type B 
is an internal form that the company will keep for internal use. Common for the two forms is that the 
invoiced amount is reported under the headings Debit and Credit on the forms. 

� SSÖG-8PSGUB - If you had a Cust.code EDI that was the same as a usual Customer code in MONITOR, the 
Cust.code EDI was used as first choice, this error occurred when you used drag and drop on a MONITOR-
to-MONITOR file. 

� ÖBRN-8Q8DLN - News: If you use Finish forms, the VAT amount will also be displayed on the Quotes. 

� BSAN-8Q8JKL - If you used the Info menu (Right-click) on order rows in the Customer Info procedure, 
MONITOR would shut down with a program error. 

� FOHN-8QFJAD - News: The DSV Routing code is updated to version 120111. 

� SSTG-8QSC8J - Fax number was deleted on the Quote when you created an Order from a Quote. 

� FOHN-8QSH4F - News: We have developed a new adaptation "Dispatch advice sorted on main package" 
(adaptation no. 422) that will sort Packages in format 85 on the Header and their Order rows to manage 
NIL- Packaging. 

� FOHN-8QTD9Y - News: Picking date will set as Advice date instead of actual Advice date in the Pick List 
and Delivery pick list. 

� BKNN-8QWBW6 - If you used factoring to Handelsbanken it was impossible to send invoices with different 
currencies in the same file. 

Inventory 

� SSTG-8NHASW - News: Now you can control the value of the calculation of daily consumption current pace 
(Min/max days consumption) in the Calculate EOQ procedure. This control can be done if you have the 
Setting "Show annual budget/volume and EOQ with current daily pace?" activated. 

� ÖBRN-8QDLGF - When you printed a Value list in the Historical Inventory Movements procedure, 
incorrect amount could be displayed in the value columns. This occurred when you classified on Part 
number and had selected the list type Only total and used Reported price for the valuation. 

� FOHN-8QJQ9G - The Refill List - VMI procedure could during certain circumstances create an incorrect 
link to ID no. 

� BSAN-8R4GFW - The Bar codes printed in the Print Part Label procedure were illegible. 

Workshop Info 

� JLIN-8PLJNG - If you had selected not to use balances for incorporated M-parts in the Setting "Use 
balances for incorporated M-parts in structure orders?" and have selected Block in the Setting "Check if 
balance is negative during reporting?" it was impossible to make any recordings in the Recording 
Terminal procedure. You got a warning/block on the incorporated M-part even if it should be No Stock 
update on the part in question. 

� JLIN-8QFEPU - It was possible to add Absence forecasts afterwards by using Period switch even if the day 
already had an Attendance recording. 

� JLÖR-8R9L6J - A program error could occur in the Authorize / Adjust Recording procedure if you added 
material to an order-bound work in an existing batch. 
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Accounting 

� LREM-8PCHXD - MONITOR would shut down with a program error if you in the Print Journal procedure 
classified on Voucher number and displayed Quantity and Crossed out and used Display List and then made 
a preview of the printout. 

� ÖBRN-8PPGWB - Incorrect customer could be displayed under the heading Income in the Project 
Summary procedure with the list type Extended cost/income selected. 

� ÖBRN-8Q7GVN - The number series could be incorrect on Current year if you released auto codings in the 
Accounting Fiscal year. 

Management Accounting 

� ÖBRN-8EBECC - In the Update Coding Method procedure, log type Invoice log we have clarified the 
names on two Price alternatives in the Coding tab. The Price alternative "Standard price" is changed to 
"Standard price from part" and "Actual price" is changed to "Standard price from invoice log". 

� BKNN-8PYE9B - It wasn’t possible to use the wildcard underscore (_) under Other terms in the Update 
Coding Method procedure when you coded the Inventory log. 

Product Configurator 

� CSIG-8NUCC6 - A rule against variable was incorrectly created when you added a rule on a Part that wasn’t 
saved in the Update Configuration Group procedure. 

� CSIG-8PCGW5 - A Selection in a Selection group wasn’t selected even if it was available in a mandatory 
Selection group. This error occurred when the entire Selection group once had been excluded by a Variable 
value. This could only occur in systems with the supplement Product Configurator. 

� CSIG-8Q8JVW - It was possible to get more than one selection included in a Not mandatory sel. (one) 
when you registered Customer orders. This error only occurred in systems with the supplement Product 
Configurator. 


